Class Funds Are Impounded After Price Of Vandalism Is Split Between 1941-42

The Slipstick Becomes Necessary To Tech Life

Even the Institute Committee will now be forced to admit that the slides rule is the outstanding symbol of the Tech man. Some of our undergraduates have become so dependent upon it that the president of the Institute Committee, William F. Wingate, '29, was forced to ask a second time during yesterday's meeting to determine whether the number of votes of the students approved the required two-thirds majority.

The affair is being held in the Main Hall of Walker Memorial. Gene Dennis and his orchestra, which features a saxophone section, will be engaged from one to two hours. The committee also indicated that, although sales have increased rapidly (Continued on page 4)

Petition Circulates for Vote
Upon Inst. Comm. Decision

Five hours after the adjournment of yesterday's Institute Committee meeting, a student in regard to the payment of damages for furnishing property prior to Field Day be referred to a vote of the student body has been circulated among the dormitory and fraternity men.

(Continued on page 4) Petition

Friedrich Speaks At Peace Meeting

Professor Calls Rearrangement Just a Bad Method of Pump Prining

Last Tuesday arranger of the student and faculty members, Prof. Edward H. Fredrich, professor of electrical engineering at Harvard University, spoke on the general European situation and the question of rearmament. The meeting was sponsored by the Tech Peace Society and held at 5 P.M. in Room 6-129.

In his address, Prof. Fredrich attacked rearrangement as a poor means of producing books, and expressed the belief that a cut in their standard of quality would not produce a serious economic upheaval in several European countries. Later in his talk, he expressed Prof. Fredrich explained that the reason England switched from the English model to the German was because the English were now more afraid of Russia and Communism than they were of Germany and Fascism and therefore they gave up their ideals more readily in a semblable way of attacking Communism.

The Technology Peace Federation. (Continued on page 4) Propaganda

Institute Committee To Meet Bowdoin Team Tomorrow

Deliberations begin on how the 12th annual Harvard versus Bowdoin game will be played on Saturday afternoon at the hands of Bates College, the Institute's deacon of the 89th Eastern League Tavern hall at 11:30 A.M. All interested are invited to attend. Institute men are particularly urged to attend. The Tech societies in Bates College are particularly interested in the prospects of the meeting.

The Tech societies, who will again break their agreement this year, have been heard by the Dawson League. The Dawson League should be approved," said Norton F. Listhorn, '30, and Martin Ernst, '31. The same tune took part in the Tech meeting.

In this debate, which was rang throughout the affirmative, was bungled by a minority decision. Loring Huron, '30, will be chairman of the Bowdoin contest.

Aeronautics Article To E.T.N. Comes Out Next Tuesday

Outstanding Authorities Have Contributed Articles In Last '38 Issue

Featuring articles by national aviation authorities, a special aviation issue of The Tech Engineering News will come out next Tuesday. Dec. 20, T.E.N.'s sales booth is to be equipped with a radio tuned in to which will receive reports from transport planes. There is to be an article on "The Economic Outlook of Air Transport," by Wayne W. Parrish, editor of American Aviation, while Franklin T. Kirt, Jr., the first aeronautics engineering graduate of the Institute, has prepared an article on "The Trends of Private Flying." The Association of American Astronautical Engineer and "Astromechanical Engineer's 1938 annual report," an article on "The Instrument Landing System," and "Technique" by Edward I. Bixler.

Cabinet Council, President of the Air Transport Association of America, will discuss the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, and George McLaughlin, editor of Aero Digest, will have an editorial on "Preliminary Testing of Large Aircraft."

Dr. Compton Will Speak At Scientists' Meeting

Dr. Karl T. Compton has been invited to speak by the Institute Committee to speak at its first such meeting on Monday in Emerson Hall. The address is scheduled for 7:30 P.M.

The Association of American Astronautical Engineers is a newly organized society, founded through the activities of the American and British Associations for the advancement of Science. The aim of the organization, as recently set forth, are: (1) to bring scientific workers together to promote an understanding of the relationship between science and social problems; (2) to organize and direct the discussion of their opinions on the steps to be taken toward the solution of these problems; (3) to promote all possible action on these conclusions.

Committee Discusses Freshman Counseling

Plans for further the work started during the last two years in providing counseling service to students through the medium of Courses Counseling Dinner was discussed at Tuesday's meeting of Student Faculty's '41 Family Committee held in the Faculty House. A definite plan will be put into effect at the beginning of next term.

These present in the meeting as representatives of the undergraduate classes were student representatives, B. W. Shiel, '41, James R. Hurley, '39, Jack H. Olson, '41, Richard H. Willy, '31, Walter P. Keat, '11, and Norma B. Root, '40, Richard L. Grigor, '39, and William Fuller, '39, were absent.
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Tech Awards Scholarships To Refugees

Faculty Will Cooperate With Immigrant Aid Europeans

FULL TUITION GIVEN

Subsidization of five full tuition scholarships to aid refugee students from Germany, contingent upon the raising of funds by the Technology Peace Federation to cover living expenses, was announced yesterday by President Karl T. Compton. Administered by a student committee composed of William S. Rees, '40, Raymond C. Pearsall, '40, Robert R. Mark, '40, and Norman R. Klivans, '40, it aims to aid "those who are suffering from the cruel action of the Nazi highhandedness and the flight of the Institute, it was announced by the Danne Committee last night.
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